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Reinfection:
COVID-19 patients might experience more severe symptoms on reinfection:
Study (The Tribune: 20201014)
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COVID-19 patients infected with the novel coronavirus for a second time might experience
more severe symptoms, according to a study which is the first to confirm a case of reinfection
with the virus in the US.
The study, published in the journal Lancet Infectious Diseases, found evidence that an
individual with no known immune disorders or underlying conditions was infected with the
SARS-CoV-2 virus in two separate occurrences.
According to the scientists, including those from the University of Nevada in the US, the
patient, a 25-year-old male, was infected with two distinct SARS-CoV-2 variants within a 48day time frame, while testing negative in between infections.
The study noted that the patient's second infection was more severe, resulting in hospitalisation
with oxygen support, indicating previous exposure to COVID-19 may not translate to
guaranteed total immunity.
The patient tested negative for the virus after testing positive for SARS-CoV-2 in April 2020,
the researchers said.

Then in June 2020, after experiencing severe COVID-19 symptoms, including fever, headache,
dizziness, cough, nausea, and diarrhea, the patient was hospitalised and tested positive for a
second time.
The patient has since been discharged from the hospital and has recovered from the second
infection, the study noted.
While further research into reinfections is required, the scientists believe all individuals -whether previously diagnosed or not -- should take identical precautions to prevent infection
with SARS-CoV-2.
"There are still many unknowns about SARS-CoV-2 infections and the immune system's
response, but our findings signal that a previous SARS-CoV-2 infection may not necessarily
protect against future infection," said Mark Pandori, lead author of the study from the
University of Nevada.
"It is important to note this is a singular finding and does not provide generalisability of this
phenomenon," Pandori said.
While more research is needed, the scientists said the possibility of reinfections could have
significant implications for understanding COVID-19 immunity, especially in the absence of
an effective vaccine.
"It also strongly suggests that individuals who have tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 should
continue to take serious precautions when it comes to the virus, including social distancing,
wearing face masks, and handwashing," Pandori explained.
According to the scientists, at least four other reinfection cases have been confirmed globally
in Belgium, the Netherlands, Hong Kong, and Ecuador with the latter being the only other
instance in which the second infection displayed worse disease outcomes than the first.
"We need more research to understand how long immunity may last for people exposed to
SARS-CoV-2, and why some of these second infections, while rare, are presenting as more
severe," Pandori said.
"So far, we've only seen a handful of reinfection cases, but that doesn't mean there aren't more,
especially as many cases of COVID-19 are asymptomatic. Right now, we can only speculate
about the cause of reinfection," he added.
The study noted several hypotheses that may explain the severity of the second infection,
including the possibility the patient subsequently encountered a very high dose of the virus
which caused a more acute reaction the second time.
According to the researchers, the patient may also have come in contact with a more virulent
variant of the virus.
They said another plausible explanation could be the mechanism of antibody dependent
enhancement in which some protective proteins produced by the immune system during the
first encounter with the virus could make a subsequent infection worse.

This mechanism, the researchers noted, was seen previously with the 2002-03 SARS pandemic
virus, as well as other diseases, such as dengue fever.
Citing the limitation of the study, the researchers said they were unable to undertake any
evaluation of the immune response to the first episode of infection.
Since the confirmed reinfection cases occurred among patients who displayed COVID-19
symptoms, the scientists believe there is a possibility that many similar cases among
individuals may be asymptomatic, and therefore likely to remain undetected under current
testing and monitoring practices. PTI
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Most coronavirus patients have mild to moderate illness and recover quickly. Older, sicker
patients tend to take longer to recover. That includes those who are obese, or have high blood
pressure and other chronic diseases.
The World Health Organisation says recovery typically takes two to six weeks. One US study
found that around 20 per cent of non-hospitalised individuals ages 18 to 34 still had symptoms
at least two weeks after becoming ill. The same was true for nearly half of people age 50 and
older.
Among those sick enough to be hospitalized, a study in Italy found 87 per cent were still
experiencing symptoms two months after getting sick. Lingering symptoms included fatigue
and shortness of breath.
Dr Khalilah Gates, a Chicago lung specialist, said many of her hospitalized COVID-19 patients
still have coughing episodes, breathing difficulties and fatigue three to four months after
infection.
She said it's hard to predict exactly when COVID-19 patients will return to feeling well.
“The unsettling part of all this is we don't have all the answers,” said Gates, an assistant
professor at Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine.

It's also hard to predict which patients will develop complications after their initial illness
subsides.
COVID-19 can affect nearly every organ, and long-term complications can include heart
inflammation, decreased kidney function, fuzzy thinking, anxiety and depression.
It is unclear whether the virus itself or the inflammation it can cause leads to these lingering
problems, said Dr Jay Varkey, an Emory University infectious diseases specialist.
“Once you get over the acute illness, it's not necessarily over,” he said. AP
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This poses challenges in clinical and laboratory diagnosis of Covid, and have a bearing on
clinical management and patient outcomes, the ministry says
Growing evidence of Covid co-infection with dengue, malaria: Centre asks hospitals to be
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The government said malaria and dengue could co-exist with other infections. PTI file photo
The government on Tuesday said Covid could co-exist with a range of seasonal diseases and
asked hospitals to be geared to treat a potential high burden of severe dengue/malaria cases
along with Covid.
Issuing guidelines for the community and physicians on how to deal with Covid co-infections,
the Health Ministry said that given the seasonal pattern of epidemic-prone diseases observed
every year in the country, diseases like dengue, malaria, seasonal influenza, leptospirosis,
chikungunya, and enteric fever cannot only present a diagnostic dilemma but may co-exist in
Covid cases.
“This poses challenges in clinical and laboratory diagnosis of Covid, and have a bearing on
clinical management and patient outcomes,” the ministry said issuing the guidance document
that seeks to provide guidelines on prevention and treatment of co-infections of Covid with
diseases like dengue, malaria, seasonal influenza (H1N1), leptospirosis, chikungunya.
The government said malaria and dengue could co-exist with other infections, and thus
confirmation of malaria and dengue infection does not rule out the possibility of the patient not
suffering from Covid and a high index of suspicion of malaria and dengue must be there when

a fever case is diagnosed as Covid, particularly during the rainy and post-rainy season in areas
endemic for these diseases.
Both Covid and seasonal influenza can also present as influenza-like illness and so all such
cases in areas reporting Covid cases must be evaluated and tested for both Covid and seasonal
influenza, if both viruses are circulating in population under consideration.
The ministry says chikungunya leads to acute onset of moderate to high grade continuous fever
and malaise followed by rash, myalgia and arthralgia. Respiratory failure may ensue in late
stages. Co-infection with Covid may be suspected in chikungunya endemic areas, in the months
of monsoon.
Leptospirosis apart from presenting as febrile illness also has the tendency to manifest as acute
respiratory illness, leading to respiratory distress and shock. In areas where leptospirosis is
known to cause outbreaks during monsoon and post monsoon, the possibility of co- infection
should be considered, say the guidelines.
They add that scrub typhus prevalent in foothills of Himalayas in Jammu and Kashmir,
Himachal Pradesh, Sikkim, Manipur, Nagaland, Meghalaya has in recent past also been seen
in Delhi, Haryana, Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Uttarakhand, Chhattisgarh, Tamil Nadu and
Kerala.
“The clinical picture consists of sudden high-grade fever, severe headache, apathy, myalgia
and generalised lymphadenopathy. A maculopapular rash may appear first on the trunk and
then on the extremities and blenches within a few days. The patients may develop
complications that include interstitial pneumonia. Scrub typhus infection may co-exist with
Covid, so can bacterial infection,” the ministry said recommending diagnostic and treatment
techniques and asking all secondary- and tertiary-level hospitals to be prepared to manage
severe dengue and Covid cases.
The government said a concerted effort is required in prevention, surveillance, behaviour
change communication and management of co-infections.
Alert vigil, a high index of suspicion and constant awareness of the possibility of co-infections
can help physicians avert the adverse outcome of cases with co-infection, it said.
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They encouraged direct breastfeeding and skin-to-skin contact with babies
Very low risk to newborns from moms with COVID-19, says study

However, the researchers were unable to pinpoint how the babies became infected. — File
photo
Moms with COVID-19 who take basic precautions rarely pass the novel coronavirus to their
newborns, even if breastfeeding, according to a new study which says more extensive measures
like separating the infected mothers from their babies may not be warranted.
The research, published in the journal JAMA Pediatrics, examined outcomes in the first 101
newborns born to COVID-19-positive mothers at the NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital in the
US from March 13 to April 24, 2020.
"Our findings should reassure expectant mothers with COVID-19 that basic infection-control
measures during and after childbirth—such as wearing a mask and engaging in breast and hand
hygiene when holding or breastfeeding a—protected newborns from infection in this series,"
said Cynthia Gyamfi-Bannerman, a co-author of the study from Columbia University Irving
Medical Center in the US.
To reduce the risk of transmitting the SARS-CoV-2 virus to newborns after delivery, the
researchers said the hospital staff practised social distancing, wore masks, and placed COVIDpositive moms in private rooms.
They said the hospitals also provided the mothers with educational materials about COVID-19
and shortened hospital stays for those without complications from delivery.
Most of the newborns roomed with their mothers, including during the first post-partum checkup, while some were admitted to the intensive care unit for non-COVID-related health reasons,
the study noted.
The scientists said they placed the infants who roomed with their moms in protective cribs six
feet away from the mothers' beds when resting.
They encouraged direct breastfeeding and skin-to-skin contact with babies, provided the moms
wore masks and washed hands and breasts with soap and water.
"During the pandemic, we continued to do what we normally do to promote bonding and
development in healthy newborns, while taking a few extra precautions to minimise the risk of
exposure to the virus," Gyamfi-Bannerman said.
According to the study, only two of the newborns tested positive for the coronavirus, but they
had no clinical evidence of illness.
However, the researchers were unable to pinpoint how the babies became infected.
When the physicians followed up with about half of the infants, including the two that tested
positive for the virus, during the first two weeks of life, they found that all remained healthy.
According to the researchers the interim guidelines released by paediatric and health
organisations for pregnant women with the coronavirus, recommends the separation of mothers
and newborns during their hospital stay, no direct breastfeeding, and bathing newborns as soon
as possible.

However, they said these recommendations were made in the absence of data on rates of
mother-to-newborn transmission of the virus.
The scientists said these guidelines are based on experience with mother-newborn transmission
of other infectious diseases.
"But some of the recommendations conflict with what we know about the developmental
benefits of early breastfeeding and skin-to-skin contact," said study lead author Dani Dumitriu
from the Columbia University Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons in the US.
"Our study shows that these measures may not be necessary for healthy newborns with
COVID-positive moms," Dumitriu said.
The researchers believe it is particularly important that mothers with COVID-19 have the
opportunity to directly breastfeed their newborns.
"Breast milk is known to protect newborns against numerous pathogens, and it may help protect
newborns against infection with SARS-CoV-2. Most studies have not found SARS-CoV-2 in
breast milk, and breast milk has been found to contain antibodies against the virus," GyamfiBannerman explained. PTI
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60% of rural India can’t afford nutritious diets (HindustanTimes: 20201014)
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60% of rural India can’t afford nutritious diets

Roshan Kishore
The cost of a recommended diet (CoRD) in India in 2011 (the most recent year for
which expenditure and consumption data is available) was ₹45.1 and ₹51.3 for women
and men, according to a paper published this month in the Food Policy journal —
numbers that, according to the paper’s authors, Kalyani Raghunathan, an economist
at the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI), and others were almost
1.6 times the commonly used World Bank poverty line of $1.9 a day in Purchasing
Power Parity (PPP) terms.
Worse still, according to the paper, in real terms, CoRD increased more than 3.5 times
for both men and women between 2001 and 2011. To be sure, real earnings increased
at a faster pace, especially for men, during this period.
The paper highlights an important fact: freedom from poverty, even food security —
the way in which it is defined by the United Nations Food and Agricultural Organisation
(FAO) — do not guarantee nutrition security. As a result, while India achieved a rapid
reduction in poverty in the 2000s, a majority of its rural population was unable to afford
nutritional diets and nutritional poverty was significantly higher in India than what is
captured by commonly used poverty measures.
For its calculation of a nutritionally adequate diet in rural India, the paper used the
definition used by the National Institute of Nutrition (NIN).
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Johnson & Johnson has paused the trial of its vaccine candidate for the coronavirus after an
unexplained illness in one of the participants, although it wasn’t immediately clear whether the
person was part of the test (or experimental group) which receives the shot, or the control group
which doesn’t (people in this group usually receive a placebo).
The news was broken by Stat News, which also broke the news of the pause in the AstraZenecaOxford vaccine trial back in September.
What now?
The Data Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB), an independent panel comprising at least three
external experts who have no financial links with either the study or the company conducting
it — it is considered good practice to, apart from medical experts, have someone who
specialises in the ethics of medical trials, and a person who understands data, as part of this

board — will now have to look at the case, and decide what to do next. In any trial, the DSMB
is responsible for the safety of participants.
Stat News, citing J&J, made the distinction between a pause and a hold.
“J&J emphasised... the difference between a study pause and a clinical hold, which is a formal
regulatory action that can last much longer. The vaccine study is not currently under a clinical
hold. J&J said that while it normally communicates clinical holds to the public, it does not
usually inform the public of study pauses.”
The AstraZeneca study restarted a few days after it was paused.
Such pauses, and even holds, are common in the vaccine development process. But this isn’t
just any ordinary vaccine. It is a vaccine for the coronavirus disease, which has infected 38
million and killed almost 1.1 million people around the world since the beginning of the year.
There are 8.35 million active cases of Covid-19 as this column is being written, and at the
current fatality rate of closed cases, at least 300,000 of them can be expected to succumb to the
viral disease. All of this has made the process of finding a vaccine for Covid-19 a very public
one, with unprecedented attention being paid to every small development. Most newsrooms,
including Hindustan Times, have a vaccine tracker (both – a piece of content, and a very real
person keeping an eye on all vaccines). HT’s for instance, shows that there are 29 vaccine
candidates in early or Phase 1 trials, another 14 in Phase 2 trials, and 11 in large Phase 3 trials.
It also shows that five have been approved for emergency, limited, or early use. The J&J
vaccine was in a Phase 3 trial involving 60,000 participants.
Interestingly, most companies, including J&J, have released to the public extensive details of
their clinical testing protocol — another unprecedented move in the history of vaccine
development. J&J is also one of nine companies whose CEOs have signed a pledge to ensure
they will “uphold the integrity of the scientific process as they work towards potential global
regulatory filings and approvals” — a promise that came amidst fears that the political
establishment in several countries could arm-twist companies into rushing vaccines into the
market or for regulatory approval before their safety was established beyond doubt (and in
vaccines, safety is even more important than efficacy).
J&J was matter-of-fact about the pause, as it should be. “Adverse effects — illnesses, accidents,
etc — even those that are serious, are an expected part of any clinical study, especially large
studies,” it said in a statement. It is likely that the company will release more information about
the patient’s illness over the next few days.
J&J’s is a so-called vector vaccine, which means it uses a viral vector — in its case a modified
virus that causes cold — to carry genetic material from Sars-CoV-2 into the human body so as
to engineer an immune response. The company’s vaccine candidate seemed to have an edge
over others — the viral vector being used is the same used in the company’s already approved
Ebola vaccine — and also came with some advantages over the others: it needs refrigeration,
not freezing; and it is a single-shot vaccine unlike many of the other candidates which are
double shots.
Still, the pause is a good sign — it means that due process is being followed. As it should be.

Covid rules in 300
Police to enforce Covid rules in 300 popular city marketsLoudspeakers at
markets will be used to give out information about masks, social distancing;
teams to also fine shopkeepers flouting norms(HindustanTimes: 20201014)
https://epaper.hindustantimes.com/Home/ArticleView

Residents flout social distancing norms as
they crowd at Sarojini Nagar market on Sunday. Police said special teams will be deployed at
crowded markets to ensure people follow all Covid-related rules and wear masks. AMAL
KS/HT PHOTO
Prawesh Lama
prawesh.lama@htlive.com
New Delhi : Ahead of the festival season, Delhi Police have identified at least 300 markets
where there could be a heavy footfall in the coming weeks, and have planned to deploy special
teams to ensure people follow social distancing rules and wear masks in contain the spread of
the Covid-19 pandemic.
Senior Delhi Police officers said their teams that are issuing fines to people on the road for not
wearing masks or violating social distancing norms, will soon be posted in markets with high
footfall such as Lajpat Nagar, Chandni Chowk, Sarojini Nagar and Karol Bagh.
Loudspeakers at the markets, presently used to make security-related announcements and
caution people about unidentified objects, will be used to disseminate information about masks.
Many markets in Delhi have active containment zones, where it is important to ensure all
shoppers wear masks. Chandni Chowk in central Delhi has at least 13 containment zones, and
Karol Bagh, also a popular market, which sees large crowds during festivals, has at least 26
active containment zones.

Containment zones are sealed areas where the free movement of individuals is prohibited to
contain the spread of the infection. All residents are put under strict surveillance and are
periodically screened.
A police officer from south Delhi, who did not wish to be named, said, “We will make the
announcements real-time. At many markets such as Sarojini Nagar and Lajpat Nagar, we have
watchtowers from where we spotted suspicious people. This year the towers will be used to
check social distancing norms and crowds outside and inside shops. Issuing fines will be used
as the last alternative. We will speak to the shoppers after watching their movement from our
control room through CCTV cameras.”
A report prepared by the National Control for Disease Control (NCDC) has cautioned that there
could be at least 15,000 Covid-19 cases per day in the upcoming winters and festivals. The
report has been drafted by NCDC under the supervision of Dr VK Paul, Chairman of NITI
Aayog Member (Health).
At present, Delhi is reporting about 2,551 new Covid cases on an average every day( daily
average of the last 10 days).
Until Tuesday evening, Delhi had reported a total of 314,224 Covid-19 cases. 5,854 have died,
286,880 recovered and there are still 21,490 active cases. The city on Tuesday recorded 3,036
new cases, with a positivity rate of 5.52%, and 45 deaths.
Delhi police officers said the strict checks on the use of masks on the streets is working well
because people are now wary about the ₹500 fine. Police have to date (until Tuesday afternoon
4 pm), fined 386,188 persons and collected a total of ₹19,30,94,000(19.30 crore) for not
wearing masks.
“We have been taking several steps such as making announcements for wearing masks, follow
social distancing, and washing hands regularly. These are being done through police vehicles
and public address systems that are in place at crowded places such as markets. Our police staff
present in such places apprise people about the three precautionary measures to fight
coronavirus (Covid-19). For the violators ,we are issuing challans. For the needy, police is
distributing masks,” said Delhi Police spokesperson Eish Singhal.
Health experts have said wearing masks, washing hands and observing social distancing,
specially in public places are the main precautions against the coronavirus disease. Police said
apart from penalising those who do not wear masks, their teams will fine shopkeepers who
flout social distancing norms.
“The fine for first time is ₹500. If the shopkeepers do not ensure social distancing, the fine is
twice the amount. A case can be registered under the Indian Penal Code section if they continue
to violate the norms. We will keep making announcements and request both shoppers and
shopkeepers. It requires cooperation from their end ,” another police officer said.
Ashwani Marwah, general secretary of the Lajpat Nagar market welfare association, said they
are in touch with the local police to ensure that Covid rules are followed.
“We have meetings regularly. We will follow all guidelines put in place by the government.
We are working with police and will give them recordings that have to be played through the
public address system. The public announcement (PA) system is monitored by the police. We
will ensure there is no crowding in the market. Every shop has to have a thermal scanner and a
sanitising station.”
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Breast aware
How to be breast aware? (The Hindu: 20201014)
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/health/how-to-be-breast-aware/article32834961.ece

Being breast aware is to become familiar with one’s breast and the changes that happen to it
throughout a person’s life. It helps us be aware of what is normal and what is not.

Therapeutic leukaemia vaccine
Scientists develop new precise therapeutic leukaemia vaccine (New Kerala:
20201014)
https://www.newkerala.com/news/2020/180953.htm

In a major study, researchers have developed a new type of precise therapeutic vaccine against
leukaemia -- a cancer of blood-forming tissues, including bone marrow.
Although the possibility of treating leukaemia through vaccination has been established,
therapeutic performance still falls short of expectations in the clinic.
According to the study, published in the journal Nature Biomedical Engineering, the vaccine
utilises self-healing polylactic acid microcapsules for co-encapsulating a new epitope peptide
and PD-1 antibody.
"Our clinical findings revealed the high expression of EPS8 and PD-1/PD-L1 in leukaemia
patients, which could be respectively used as a new type of leukaemia antigen and a checkpoint
target for a leukaemia vaccine," said study author LI Yuhua from Zhujiang Hospital in China.
In the novel vaccine, epitope peptides and PD-1 antibodies can be simply, mildly and
efficiently loaded into polylactic acid microcapsules, facilitated by the unique self-healing
feature of the microcapsule.

After a single vaccination, the deposition and degradation of microcapsules at the local
injection site lead to the recruitment of activated antigen-presenting cells and sustained release
of both cargos.
"With the synergism of these two aspects, we observed a significant improvement in specific
Cytotoxic T Lymphocyte (CTL) activation," said researchers.
They also verified the availability of the novel vaccine using various epitope peptides in
different models, such as murine leukaemia, humanised cell line-derived leukaemia xenograft
(CDX) and patient-derived leukaemia xenograft (PDX) models.
The microcapsule-based formulation demonstrated its superior performance over that of the
ISA adjuvant (commercialized adjuvant) in all leukaemia therapeutic models, showing the
promise of the microcapsule-based vaccine for use against various leukaemia antigens in the
clinic.
"With the advantages of FDA-approved polylactic acid material, convenience in preparing the
vaccine formulation, diversity of vaccine components, and excellent therapeutic effect, the
microcapsule-based vaccine exhibits great potential for clinical translation," the authors wrote.

Breast cancer
Breast cancer cases on rise due to Covid fear: Report (New Kerala:
20201014)
https://www.newkerala.com/news/2020/180773.htm

The country has witnessed a spike in stage two and three breast cancer cases owing to delayed
screenings and consultations as patients delay hospital visits due to Covid-19, according to a
new report on Tuesday.
The report from Indraprastha Apollo Hospital in New Delhi found that women seem to be
putting their breast health on the backseat by neglecting their screening and visit to physicians
owing to the possibility of contracting Covid-19.
"Before the Covid 19 pandemic struck we had a minimum of 200 monthly visits by women for
the post-operative follow-ups which are vital to monitor the patient' health and progress.
Around 400 women used to visit for screening purposes," Ramesh Sarin, Senior Consultant,
Surgical Oncology, Indraprastha Apollo Hospitals, said in a statement.
However, this number has now seen a sharp decline of 70 per cent since the lockdown, the
hospital said.

"In the month of August-September, we have witnessed an increase in patients with late-stage
two and three cancer which implies that cancer has progressed in the past six months from a
treatable stage one phase to a complex life threatening stage three," Sarin added.
Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women worldwide, both in the developed and
developing countries.
In India, over 1.5 lakh breast cancer patients are diagnosed annually and around 70,000 women
succumb to it due to delay in detection and treatment.
It is predicted that by 2026 almost 2.3 lakh women will get breast cancer in India which is the
same as in the west.
"The older you are the higher the risk for breast cancer. Women in India get breast cancer 10
years earlier than the women in the West," said Sarin.
"In India, a minimum of 12 per cent women cancer patients are between the age of 30-40 years
and 50 per cent cases between the age group of 40-50 years," he added.
Early detection remains the best treatment in breast cancer. It is recommended that women
should start having yearly mammography at the age of 40.
Women with dense breast tissue should have yearly high-quality breast ultrasound with their
mammogram. When breast cancer is detected early then there is a good chance that it could be
treated with breast saving surgery, the experts noted.

Mothers' anxiety
Mothers' anxiety during pregnancy linked to asthma in kids (New Kerala:
20201014)
https://www.newkerala.com/news/2020/180687.htm

Researchers have found that depression and anxiety in moms-to-be is linked to a heightened
risk of asthma and poorer lung function in their 10-year-old children.
The findings, published in the journal Thorax, suggest that the risk of later life respiratory
disease is likely programmed in the womb, rather than necessarily influenced by as yet
unmeasured genetic, social or environmental factors.
Psychological distress, to include anxiety and depression, during pregnancy is associated with
increased risks of respiratory disease in preschoolers, but whether this association persists into
later childhood isn't known.

To find out, the researchers from Erasmus University Medical Centre in the Netherlands, drew
on participants in the Generation R Study, a population-based prospective cohort study, which
has been tracking life from early pregnancy onwards in Rotterdam.
The degree of overall psychological distress, depression and anxiety experienced by each
parent in the second term of pregnancy and three years after the birth, was assessed, using a
validated 53-item questionnaire.
Depression and anxiety were assessed only in the mothers, at two and six months after birth.
In all, 362 (nearly nine per cent) of the mothers and 167 (just under four per cent) of the fathers
were clinically depressed and/or anxious during the pregnancy.
The lung function of 3,757 of the offspring was measured when they were 10 years old, and
information on asthma obtained in 3,640 of them. Almost six per cent had asthma.
Mothers' overall psychological distress and symptoms of anxiety and depression during
pregnancy were all associated with a 45-92 per cent increased risk of current asthma in their
children, after adjusting for potentially influential factors, such as age, ethnicity, smoking
during pregnancy, and pet keeping.
Factoring in fathers' psychological distress during pregnancy didn't change this association.
Further analysis of the patterns of psychological distress showed that mostly depressive or
anxiety symptoms both during and after pregnancy were associated with a heightened risk of
asthma in the children.
But separating out the potentially influential factors into three different groups, including
lifestyle and health-related, socioeconomic, and birth and early childhood factors, made no
difference to the associations found.
"Our results may indicate an intrauterine effect of maternal psychological distress during
pregnancy on foetal lung development and respiratory morbidity, rather than an effect of
unmeasured genetic, social, behavioural or environmental factors," the authors wrote.

Pregnancy complications
Blood test that detects genetic abnormalities may help predict pregnancy
complications before symptoms: Study (New Kerala: 20201014)
https://www.newkerala.com/news/2020/180684.htm

A blood test, commonly used to detect foetal genetic abnormalities, may help predict
complications associated with pregnancy even before symptoms develop, Epigenetics
researchers have found.
Their preliminary study, appearing in Epigenetics journal, links certain cell-free DNA
signatures to adverse outcomes in pregnancy, including ischemic placental disease and
gestational diabetes.
The findings are the first to show that genetic material shed from the placenta into the mother's
blood (circulating cell-free nucleic acids) during the first trimester of pregnancy could
potentially be used to predict these complications.
Although the analysis of genetic material in mother's blood has been used to screen for genetic
abnormalities in a pregnancy, this is the first time these specific methods have been used as a
way to a more accurate prediction.
"Our research points to a promising approach that could improve outcomes for mothers and
their babies using existing technologies," says Dr Sherin Devaskar, lead author of the study.
The physician-in-chief of UCLA Mattel Children's Hospital says if confirmed in larger studies,
cell-free DNA blood tests may help identify issues in the placenta as an indicator of a healthy
mother and foetus.
For the study, the researchers followed a diverse group of pregnant women between February
2017 and January 2019, testing their blood periodically throughout gestation. By the end of the
study, 160 participants had given birth, with 102 maternal and 25 cord plasma samples taken
along the way. They found that during the first-to-early second trimester, placenta-specific
DNA increased among those women who went on to develop gestational diabetes. They also
identified several differentially expressed genes and were able to create a model with a
predictive value for adverse pregnancy outcomes.
"The novelty of this research is being able to break down a mother's DNA and be able to hone
in on the health of the placenta -- something that researchers have never been able to do before,"
adds Devaskar who is also a distinguished professor of pediatrics at David Geffen School of
Medicine. "This research warrants application of automated methodologies in multi-centre
trials to improve future testing and screening of all women."
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A blood test, commonly used to detect foetal genetic abnormalities, may help predict
complications associated with pregnancy even before symptoms develop, Epigenetics
researchers have found.
Their preliminary study, appearing in Epigenetics journal, links certain cell-free DNA
signatures to adverse outcomes in pregnancy, including ischemic placental disease and
gestational diabetes.
The findings are the first to show that genetic material shed from the placenta into the mother's
blood (circulating cell-free nucleic acids) during the first trimester of pregnancy could
potentially be used to predict these complications.
Although the analysis of genetic material in mother's blood has been used to screen for genetic
abnormalities in a pregnancy, this is the first time these specific methods have been used as a
way to a more accurate prediction.
"Our research points to a promising approach that could improve outcomes for mothers and
their babies using existing technologies," says Dr Sherin Devaskar, lead author of the study.
The physician-in-chief of UCLA Mattel Children's Hospital says if confirmed in larger studies,
cell-free DNA blood tests may help identify issues in the placenta as an indicator of a healthy
mother and foetus.
For the study, the researchers followed a diverse group of pregnant women between February
2017 and January 2019, testing their blood periodically throughout gestation. By the end of the
study, 160 participants had given birth, with 102 maternal and 25 cord plasma samples taken
along the way. They found that during the first-to-early second trimester, placenta-specific
DNA increased among those women who went on to develop gestational diabetes. They also
identified several differentially expressed genes and were able to create a model with a
predictive value for adverse pregnancy outcomes.
"The novelty of this research is being able to break down a mother's DNA and be able to hone
in on the health of the placenta -- something that researchers have never been able to do before,"
adds Devaskar who is also a distinguished professor of pediatrics at David Geffen School of
Medicine. "This research warrants application of automated methodologies in multi-centre
trials to improve future testing and screening of all women."
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A blood test commonly used to detect foetal genetic abnormalities may help predict
complications associated with pregnancy before symptoms develop, say researchers, including
one of Indian-origin.
The study, published in the journal Epigenetics, links certain cell-free DNA signatures to
adverse outcomes in pregnancy, including ischemic placental disease and gestational diabetes.
The findings are the first to show that genetic material shed from the placenta into the mother's
blood (circulating cell-free nucleic acids) during the first trimester of pregnancy could
potentially be used to predict these potentially serious complications.
Although the analysis of genetic material in the mother's blood has been used to screen for
genetic abnormalities in a pregnancy, this is the first time these specific methods have been
used as a way of a more accurate prediction.
"Our research points to a promising approach that could improve outcomes for mothers and
their babies using existing technologies," said study lead author Sherin Devaskar from the
University of California, Los Angeles in the US.
"If confirmed in larger studies, cell-free DNA blood tests may help identify issues in the
placenta as an indicator of a healthy mother and foetus," Devaskar added.
For the study, the researchers followed a diverse group of pregnant women between February
2017 and January 2019, testing their blood periodically throughout gestation.
By the end of the study, 160 participants had given birth, with 102 maternal and 25 cord plasma
samples were taken along the way.
They found that during the first-to-early second trimester, placenta-specific DNA increased
among those women who went on to develop gestational diabetes.
They also identified several differentially expressed genes and were able to create a model with
a predictive value for adverse pregnancy outcomes.
"The novelty of this research is being able to break down a mother's DNA and be able to hone
in on the health of the placenta - something that researchers have never been able to do before,"
said Devaskar.
"This research warrants application of automated methodologies in multi-centre trials to
improve future testing and screening for all women," she noted.
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